Answers page:
1. Bünting Map: to solve the riddle, find the symbols that appear in the “clue chart.” A number of
mathematical symbol appears next to every element. Use the key included in the “clue chart” in order to
properly create the correct sequence. It will create an equation. Its solution is the answer. 1+2-3+5=7. The
riddle’s answer is seven.
2. A tribute to Jerusalem – to solve this riddle, create a word by locating the correct letters. The “clue
chart” indicates that all the correct letters are colored green. Those letters will combine to form the word:
Jerusalem.
3. Water monument – in order to solve the riddle, solve the maze, collect the numbers en route and create
the code. The “clue chart” contains elements that will assist you to properly solve the maze. The answer
is: 5742.
4. Love monument: use the numerals to figure out the value of each picture, so that the equations will be
correct. One of the illustrations is missing, and is to be found on the “clue chart.” Put it in its proper place.
Every line is based on the previous line’s solution. This leads to understanding the following picture’s
values: Menorah=9; Love monument=10; the suspension bridge=6. As the last line has a menorah with four
missing branches, its value is five, not nine. Therefore, the final result is: 27.
5. Chagall windows – through watching the video you will see that there is a discrepancy between the
window of Judah and the illustration of that window on your paper. The crown is missing! This is the
answer to the question “What’s missing?”
6. Lions in Jerusalem – in order to solve the riddle, you will need to realize that every line of pictures
represents a number.
The first line represents items that come in fours = 4
The second line represents paired items = 2
The last line represents individual items = 1
The answer is: 421
7. The Shrine of the Book – to solve the riddle you will need to use the included “code key.” By using the
“clue chart” you will be able to complete the missing words. The correct solution will create this sentence:
“The Shrine of the Book is a wing of the Israel (Museum), and hosts some of the most important
(archeological) finds of the twentieth century, including the (ancient) and rare manuscripts such as Torah
scrolls and codices. One codex is called the “Crown of Aram _______.” The missing word is Tzova.

After figuring out that the answer to the final riddle is: “Tzova,” look for it on the “clue chart.”
You will see that the thief is the Museum Director.

